shifting the point of diagnosis 'to the left' can artifactually extend survival without affecting mortality. QOL is not as simple to measure; however, psychometric instruments for this purpose have been available since the mid-1970s and are continually refined and validated. 2, 3 To illustrate the important generic issues mentioned above, one can discuss breast cancer prevention, screening, surgery, systemic therapy, and radiotherapy. The intention being to concentrate on real advances that are transferable to resource poor parts of the world. This can be achieved while learning from the extravagant errors made by some of the wealthiest nations of the world, who have demonstrated that wealth and wisdom do not always go hand in hand.
Prevention
It is an old cliché that prevention is better than cure. The incidence of breast cancer shows an almost linear correlation with the GDP of nations. As such, maybe the resource rich nations of the world have something to learn from the resource poor. Of course that is a gross over simplification; cancers of most types increase in incidence with age, and expectation of life is directly correlated with the wealth of nations. However, if one recalculates these numbers with adjustment for age, the resource poor sections of the globe still have a lower incidence of the disease. The best advice, therefore, for resource poor parts of the world, is not to ape the lifestyle choices of the women living in northern Europe or North America. 
ANNALS OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY

Screening
A point has been reached where the majority of women, in the resource-rich parts of the world, are breast cancer aware and present with a disease that has the potential for cure. It is likely that this, in part, might have contributed to the welcome fall in mortality we have experienced over the last 20 years. 5 Breast cancer 'awareness' is not high technology, but dependant on public health education and resources; focus on this alone is likely to generate greater dividends than screening of any kind. If the resource-poor nations of the world are to learn anything from our mistakes of the past, then they need to recognize the folly of the widespread adoption of mammographic screening in Europe and North America. Screening has a great future behind it! Screening illustrates our reliance on surrogate endpoints and the injustice of squandering scarce resources on interventions of trivial incremental gain, to the detriment of the rest of the world. 'Catch it early' is the mantra and 'save a life and save a breast' is the refrain. 'Catch it early' means detecting the cancer at a pre-clinical stage. That is a surrogate end point that fails to translate into improving LOL and QOL. Screening does not save lives and, paradoxically, increases the mastectomy rates in screened populations. There is a rich bibliography of recent publications that support this argument.
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Surgery
In the 1960s, radical mastectomy was the treatment of choice for breast cancer, and pathological clearance was used as the surrogate marker for success. Yet patients continued to die of metastatic disease in spite of clear margins. A revolutionary conceptual model of the disease was elaborated in the 1970s that led to a change of therapeutic approaches. 12 Instead of looking at the disease as an anatomical challenge (that might be cured by surgery alone); it was considered a biological challenge with outcomes predetermined on the extent of occult metastatic disease present at the time of diagnosis. This lead to a series of trials, with breast conserving surgery as a challenge to radical mastectomy, with the objective of improving QOL. After decades of fierce debate and clinical trials, a consensus has been reached that breast conserving surgery (BCS), whenever technically feasible, should be the default treatment. 13 This should be welcomed by resource-poor nations because BCS is quicker and requires fewer days of hospitalization than a mastectomy with or without reconstruction, but with two important caveats. First, the onus is on the woman herself to present when her tumour is small enough for BCS. As stated above, that is dependent on public health education. Secondly, BCS is only a safe alternative if accompanied by 3 to 6 weeks radical radiotherapy; this is a labour intense, high-technology, intervention that also implies that the patient has easy access to a radiotherapy centre.
Adjuvant systemic therapy
BCS, plus radiotherapy, may indeed be non-inferior to radical mastectomy and thus improve QOL, but that alone does not improve LOL. To deal with that problem, one needs to look elsewhere. The paradigm shift in our contemporary understanding of breast cancer, posited the concept that the disease had to be considered a systemic disorder at the point of diagnosis. 12 Should that be the case, then to improve LOL, some form of adjuvant systemic therapy (AST) must be indicated. Randomised controlled trials, on AST using chemotherapeutic regimens and endocrine agents, started in the mid-1970s and continually refined to this day, have confirmed their potential to improve LOL. The 30-40% reduction in breast cancer mortality enjoyed in Europe, since the mid-1980s, has recently been attributed to the introduction of AST with no contribution from screening, using the World Health Organization (WHO) database. 6 Complex chemotherapy regimens are costly and difficult to deliver; yet tamoxifen, a drug that has been credited with 60% of the improvement in breast cancer mortality, is now available as a cheap generic compound. 14 Unfortunately, endocrine agents, such as tamoxifen, are only of value in oestrogen receptor positive (ER+) cases. The onus is on the resource-rich parts of the world to develop less costly, less complex, chemotherapy regimens for the developing parts of the world. This should be instead of squandering increasing quantities of their GDP on miniscule incremental improvements that offer at best a few more months of 'progression free survival'; another bogus surrogate for LOL, as exemplified by the recent scandal with Avastin.
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Radiotherapy
There is inadequacy in the provision of radiotherapy centres for women around the world. In the poorest countries in the world, women with early breast cancer cannot be offered BCS because of this. This is also evident in countries with large rural areas and difficult access to the nearest major cities. A golden age, when all women in the world suffering with breast cancer, have easy access to post operative radiotherapy is highly unlikely. To this end, we need some original thinking, 'outside the box', to offer a solution. If the woman cannot get to the radiotherapy unit, then the radiotherapy unit must come to the woman. One way, that may answer the problem, is the employment of a simple mobile radiotherapy unit. This unit (INTRABEAM) can provide a one shot intra-operative radiotherapy (IORT), targeting the area around the primary tumour, that has been accepted as being equivalent to 5 to 7 weeks of conventional external beam treatment in selected cases. The rationale for targeting the area around the primary tumour comes from clinical correlation of whole organ analysis of mastectomy specimens. It has been well demonstrated that the female breast frequently harbours more than one tumour and these are found if one looks hard enough. Autopsy studies have demonstrated such tumours in up to 20% of women (with a median age of 39); 16 this is supported in mastectomy specimens. 17 However, their widespread, three-dimensional, distribution does not correspond to the location of recurrences after breast conserving surgery. 18, 19 Most commonly (about 90%), recurrence occurs in the area around the scar of primary excision (index quadrant). Hence, it follows that radiotherapy, after surgical excision, should be targeted to the area around the primary tumour (i.e. the tumour bed). Conventional external beam radiotherapy is very successful and reduces the rate of local recurrence by 2/3. But, this means it fails in 1/3 of cases. This could be because of intrinsic resistance of any residual cancer cells, or due to the radiotherapy dose 'geographically' missing the target tissues or 'temporally' missing the window of optimal opportunity. It is interesting that the proportional reduction of the risk does not change with increasing size of excision. Hence, just excising the cancer, with a larger margin, will not eliminate the risk. As IORT is delivered immediately after surgery, it may avoid missing the target either geographically and temporally. In 1998, University College London, pioneered the approach of targeted intraoperative radiotherapy (TARGIT). 20, 21 With this technique, using the Intrabeam™ system, a single fraction of 20Gy is delivered to the surface of the tumour bed, using a spherical applicator, from within the breast. The surgeon 'wraps' (or conforms) the pliable tumour bed around the applicator, ensuring close apposition of the target tissue to the radiotherapy source. The technique needs to be meticulous but is relatively straightforward. So far, over 4,000 patients have been treated worldwide. Although the approach of concentrating on the tumour bed is not new, modern technology has allowed it to be used with relative ease in a routine operating theatre, and with a potential for significant economic saving. After successful completion of a pilot study, 22 the TARGIT A trial was launched in March 2000. In this trial, women who were older than 45 years, and those who did not face a high risk of developing recurrent or multiple cancers in the breast, were included. 23 In fact, these women form the majority of breast cancer patients. The randomly allocated treatment that followed wide excision of the cancer (lumpectomy) was either targeted IORT, or the usual 3 to 6 week course of external beam radiotherapy. The aim of the trial was modest; to investigate if the two treatments were equivalent. But, if proven, the prize was great; women could then avoid the 30-40 visits to the radiotherapy centre and still conserve their breast. The results of the TARGIT A trial, in terms of safety, efficacy, and patient satisfaction, have now been published. 23 Furthermore, evidence in support of its adoption for carefully selected cases, emerges from a number of consensus statements that include one from the American Society of Breast Cancer Surgeons, and one from the biennial European St Gallen conference. 24, 25 The most recent and, in many ways, most exciting example of the transfer of appropriate technology, has been the establishment of the first unit in Thailand for delivering IORT after breast conserving surgery, at the Queen Sikirit breast cancer centre in Bangkok. One can now witness the true meaning of globalization at its best. The invention of a miniature electron generator/accelerator in Boston MA, incorporated into a mobile X-ray treatment unit by Carl Zeiss in Germany, pioneered for the single dose treatment of breast cancer by a team based at University College London, and tested in a multinational clinical trial in 11 countries. Thai women, who live too far from a radiotherapy centre, can now enjoy the benefits of BCS, with a stay of one day rather than six weeks in the big city. The future vision is to provide one of these mobile units on a railway train to travel up and down the country, acting as a mobile education and treatment centre. The fulfilment of this vision now depends on political will, rather than technology transfer. That aside, we can take comfort from the fact that globalization of scientific endeavour can improve both LOL and QOL, for at least one common cancer type, anywhere in the world. No doubt others will follow the path beaten by breast cancer pioneers. All that the masters of our universe have to do to achieve this ambition is to remember the biblical injunction: "Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself."
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